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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose for the Study
Imagine that you are in a primary level reading class. The children in the high and 
middle reading groups are in their seats doing independent seat work. The low reading 
group is in a circle on the carpet with the teacher. O f the eight students in the low group 
five are boys and three are girls. The girls are bored waiting for their turns and are playing 
with their hair. The boys are slouching, and one is lying on his stomach while the child 
reading is struggling through the page. After reading the page, the child admits that he did 
not practice reading the story last night for homework. When asked why, he says that it is 
boring and he does not like to read from his reading book.
This is often seen in a typical reading class that is using a basal reading program. 
There are two to three levels o f reading groups, and the children do realize where they fit 
into the big picture o f reading intelligence.
Place yourself back into the classroom just described. Something new is beginning 
to happen. The school where this classroom is located is beginning the search for a new 
reading program. Samples o f new reading books are coming in every week. The children 
are flocking to these new books, waiting patiently for a turn to see them. They are excited 
looking at these books. They exclaim, "Hey look at this! Seven Blind Mice is in this 
book! And so is Any Kind o f Dog Will D o! These children are finally excited over a 
reading textbook.
Why are these children so excited? They are excited because the stories in these 
reading textbooks are interesting to them. These stories are real literature. These are 
stories in books that the children have come to know and love from the library, the 
bookstore, and from having them read to them These are stories that they want to read 
time and time again. These are the types o f stories that can help inspire a child to read and 
to make reading a lifetime love.
Teachers must never underestimate the power o f a good book to inspire a child to 
learn to read. "Teachers also have to know the value o f giving children lots o f time to 
read books o f their own choosing. The problem with core books or basal readers is that 
they do not allow children any choice in what they read." (Hickman, 1994) If  children are 
immediately turned off to reading by the basal readers that they have thrust upon them at 
the beginning o f their reading process, they will be reluctant to pick up a trade book to 
read for enjoyment.
When a teacher's goal is to produce children who are lifelong readers, she/he must 
be ready to use a wide variety o f materials and techniques to gain success. This may mean 
using a traditional basal reading approach, a literature-based approach, or perhaps a 
combination o f both.
The researcher has had experience using the traditional basal reading, skills-based 
instruction, as well as a literature-based style o f reading instruction. The researcher has 
developed a personal opinion o f reading instruction, and therefore wished to survey 
reading teachers o f first, second, and third graders who have experienced both approaches 
and analyze their perceptions and attitudes o f reading instruction styles to determine if 
distinctive opinions may be analogous with each o f these two approaches.
Problem Statement
The purpose o f this study was to  analyze the attitudes and perceptions o f primary 
level reading teachers toward the use o f two different reading programs: traditional basal 
readers/ skills based and literature-based.
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Assumptions
To conduct this study, a Likert-type survey will be used to gather and analyze 
perceptions o f primary school reading teachers toward reading instruction techniques. 
The writer assumes that after being field tested, the instrument is reliable. The writer 
assumes that the teachers selected to complete this instrument will answer in a manner 
which reflects their personal experiences o f reading instruction.
Limitations
There are various limitations to this study. One o f the limitations is the actual 
sample size o f primary school reading teachers surveyed. Another limitation is that the 
teachers that are surveyed will be from a limited geographical area within southwestern 
Ohio. A third limitation will be how various teachers interpret the terms "literature- 
based", "basal", or "traditional skills based."
Definition o f Terms
Primary school reading teachers are teachers who teach reading at the first, 
second, and third grade levels.
Traditional skills based basal reading program is considered to be a traditional 
reading instruction program which most often incorporates leveled readers with adapted 
vocabulary for each level, workbooks used to teach isolated skills, and a teacher's manual 
to be used for directing the instruction.
Literature-based reading program is considered to be a reading instruction 
program that uses real literature to teach reading, writing, and skills through meaningful 
use o f the real literature.
Teacher perceptions and attitudes are the teacher's personal observations, 
opinions, and interpretations or reading instruction approaches as they relate to their own 
personal experiences within their classroom.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
Concepts which Support the use o f a Literature-Based Approach 
An important factor in children learning to read and loving to read is the
child's own personal interest in what they are reading. It needs to be real and important to 
them. The child needs to be able to have a say in what they are reading in order for them 
to be truly interested. Language learning is easy when it is whole, real, and relevant; when 
it is personal and social and the learner chooses to use it (Goodman, 1986), (Thelan,
1995), (Dewalt & Rhyne-Winlker, 1993), (Moss & Noden, 1995). A literature-based 
approach presents language whole to part, which is how language is learned (Goodman, 
1986). The following story illustrates this point quite clearly.
Not long ago Mikey was reminiscing on his school career to 
date. When I asked him what he thought was the major 
difference between kindergarten and 1st grade, he surprised 
me. He didn't say that one was "more fun" or that one was 
"harder". Instead, he told me that in kindergarten he had 
more say in his assignments. He appreciated having the 
opportunity to choose his work after a main task has been 
completed. He enjoyed being able to determine where he 
could do his work, how he might do it, and with whom he 
could collaborate. He loved being able to talk to his teacher 
and together decide on the next task. In 1st grade the 
curricular constraints placed on the teachers and students 
made opportunities for making choices rare. (Rasinski,
1988, p. 398)
Research by Felsenthal finds that teachers who use tradebooks as instructional 
equipment can easily choose from a large array o f books so that they may find books that 
match a child's ability and interest (As cited in Stewig & Sebesta, 1978). Matching ability 
and interest is extremely important especially at the beginning o f first grade. If  children 
starting to learn to read are a level above their ability, they could easily become frustrated 
and lose their love o f literature. A great way to begin is with the use o f predictable books.
It has been found that children embrace predictable literature and learn to read various 
forms o f predictable text quickly. The more stimulating and creative the text, the more 
quickly it is learned (Cooter & Reutzel, 1990). (Slaughter, 1994), (Reutzel & Fawson, 
1991). When children choose books that they find appealing, they are more apt to take an 
interest in their reading achievement (Fuhler, 1990). The literature-based approach 
integrates all the aspects o f language arts which include reading, writing, listening, and 
speaking; and it does so in a manner that makes learning more interesting and enjoyable 
for the children. "An added benefit o f a literature-based program where children are free 
to choose their own materials is that grouping by ability level becomes a procedure o f the 
past. Thus, no struggling reader has to endure the humility o f being a member o f the low 
group (Fuhler, 1990, p. 314) "Emerging readers need books that enable them to be 
successful early on so that they will continue to read throughout their lives" (Saccardi, 
1996, p.588), (Chandler & Aldridge, 1992). Real, inviting, and interesting literature can 
provide that for children.
In a comparison study o f two whole language first grade classrooms and two basal 
based first grade classrooms in each o f two states by Reutzel & Cooter (1990), results 
showed a vital difference in reading instruction which favored the whole language 
classroom over the basal based classroom. On total reading scores as well as on the 
vocabulary and comprehension subtests scores at the conclusion o f first grade, the 
students in the whole language classroom performed better (Reutzel & Cooter, 1990)
Benefits o f using a Literature-Based Reading Approach
A literature rich environment enriches the lives and education o f children (Laughlin,
1990). It can be used to show children that people are similar in many ways and that other
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children (or adults) have similar feelings and experiences (Laughlin, 1990). On the other 
hand, it can show children the differences and similarities of children in the United States 
and from children around the world.
Two significant strategies that readers need to be already using in order for 
phonics to make more sense to them are the strategies o f using semantic and syntactic 
cues (Routman, 1991). These three cues, when integrated in instruction, result in a whole 
language system used for talking, writing, reading, and listening (Gazer, 1995) (As cited 
in Harris, 1996). Using literature in the classroom provides an excellent mode of 
developing, enhancing, and enriching lifelong, active literacy (Routman, 1988). 
"Classroom reading teachers should be encouraged. Novels can provide the opportunity 
for better group discussions, learning more vocabulary, and giving the students more time 
to read silently. All three o f these strategies can help students to become better readers" 
(Kramer, 1989, p.344). Gardner (1991) feels that literature-based approaches have been 
a success at setting a context for literacy activities while still being able to help students to 
gain the basic fundamentals that will allow them to  eventually be able to read and write 
successfully on their own (As cited in Harris, 1996).
Weaknesses o f a Literature Based Approach
Although a literature based approach to teaching reading has a great deal of 
positive outcomes when it is executed properly it does have a couple o f downfalls for the 
teachers. The major downfalls are that this approach is a huge time commitment and is a 
big risk to take. A great deal o f materials that teachers use in this approach are teacher- 
made. "Thus a substantial amount o f time is required to make such items as the 
predictable books, bulletin boards, listening and writing centers, not to mention time to
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locate theme-appropriate trade books for classroom use." (Cooper & Flynt, 1989, 
p.281) Development o f a solid integrated program could mean two or more years o f work 
for a teacher if she does not have support from the school district.
When a teacher has been teaching for several years she gets used to doing things in 
a certain way. She gets into a comfort zone of sorts. If  it has worked well in the past it 
will probably be used again in the future. For many teachers basals have worked 
adequately over the years, and those teachers are now presented with the risk o f change 
"The key factor is the teacher and the question--can s/he muster sufficient courage to try?" 
(Cooter & Flynt, 1989, p.281).
Concepts Which Support the use o f a 
Traditional Basal Readers / Skills Based Approach
With a basal series comes workbooks that the children use to practice skills. It is 
very clear what skill is being practiced on each page. You are assured that the children are 
getting phonics skills, English skills, vocabulary skills, and comprehension skills taught to 
them (Canney & Neuenfeldt, 1993). "Basal instruction offers carefully and efficiently 
sequenced instruction where prerequisite subskills are mastered by students before 
subsequent subskills are introduced (Holland & Hall, 1989)." (Bergeron, 1993, p. 1) 
Because o f these skills being practiced children quickly become proficient readers and 
consistently score high on standardized tests in word recognition and word attack skills. 
(Harris, 1996)
It is estimated that 98% of teachers in the United States use a basal reading series. 
This sort o f popularity can be partially attributed to the facts that these series can offer 
lessons on a wide range of skills and levels. They also have a scope and sequence o f skills 
that will be covered, and they also come with assessment materials already prepared. For
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these very reasons, basal programs are good on the job training for beginning teachers 
(McCallum, 1988), (Casteel, 1993), (Dewalt & Rhyne-Winkler, 1993), (Reutzel & Larsen, 
1995). As well as the fact that "the majority o f reading teachers do not have time, 
energy, or expertise to develop the types o f materials and activities required to meet the 
goals set by parents and legislators" (McCallum, 1988, p. 205-206). (Casteel, 1993)
Weaknesses o f a Traditional Basal Readers I Skills Based Approach
Learning to read and process language is a long term process and is a risk taking 
experience. Teachers need to be more encouraging o f children taking risks in their overall 
language development. The traditional basal reading approach does not offer the 
flexibility o f language development such as journaling, class books, and story writing, for 
the children to take the risks (Goodman, 1986).
Basal readers are most often artificial, dull, uninteresting, and are impertinent to 
many o f the learners especially when they are imposed by someone else (Goodman, 1986). 
"Children do not see meaning as important when reading from basals, and they do not find 
basals intrinsically interesting" (Caimey, 1988, p. 427). Basal programs contain only a 
part o f what our students need to become truly literate (Harris, 1996). Some basal 
publishers work very hard to make sure that "what its basal program taught and how it 
assessed what was covered matched both the content and format o f frequently used tests." 
(Durkin, 1987, p. 335).
"Research (Durkin, 1981) has shown that basal reading programs tend to 
emphasize post-reading evaluation rather than pre-reading comprehension instruction, it is 
not surprising, therefore that teachers have been found to spend little time on pre-reading 
comprehension instruction" (Prince & Mancus, 1987, p.456).
Another downfall o f basal readers are the teacher's manuals themselves. Although
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they come packed full o f lessons they often tend to restrict teachers' freedom in reading 
instruction. "One o f the most persistent recent criticisms o f basal reading programs is that 
such materials control or limit teachers' freedom through a process referred to as deskilling 
(Apple, 1982, 1986; Goodman et al. 1988; Shannon, 1989, 1990; Shannon & Goodman, 
1994.) (As cited in Baumann & Heubach, 1996, p. 512), (Barksdale-Ladd, & Thomas, 
1993). To make this restriction o f freedom seem even worse, teachers have rated 
directions for skills lessons in basal manuals as being only slightly helpful (Reutzel & 
Cooter, 1988), and that "data indicates that the instruction in teachers' manuals related to 
children's stories less than 33% o f the time" (Reutzel & Daines, 1987, p.26) "Becoming 
a Nation o f  Readers indicates that children spend up to 70% of allocated reading 
instructional time engaged in completing worksheets, and workbook pages (Anderson, 
Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkonson, 1985)." (As cited in Reutzel, & Cooter, 1991, p. 548). To 
make it even worse, some reports indicate that many teachers are actually doing what 
Durkin (1981) has labeled "Mentioning and assigning". This method is where a teacher 
mentions just enough about a skill for children to complete a commercially developed 
worksheet (Reutzel & Cooter, 1988). Dependence on a basal series fosters more attention 
to 'covering material* than to selecting both important, and suitable instruction objectives." 
When this occurs, a teacher's focus shifts from what the students will learn to what the 
students simply will do. (Durkin, 1990, p. 23)An additional characteristic o f basal readers 
is the use o f reading groups. In almost any classroom that is using a basal reader you are 
very likely to see leveled reading groups.
Unfortunately many of the techniques that teachers use to make up 
these groups can be extremely defective. Some teachers use 
information from the students' files. The problem is that this approach 
is based on two assumptions, first that the students' ability remained 
constant over the summer, and second that the previous teacher was 
always accurate in placing students in reading groups. Neither o f these 
assumptions is safe to make and therefore reliance on student records 
alone is inadequate (Wesson, Vierthaler, & Haubrich, 1989, p.466).
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An additional downfall o f reading groups is how some teachers conduct the actual 
instruction. In a study conducted by Hoffinan (1987), it was found that some teachers 
were much less tolerant o f the students who were in the low reading group. They were 
less likely to allow time for self correction and to discuss the meaning of what the students 
had just read. The tone o f voice was often one o f frustration on the teacher's part, and the 
teachers were picking up on every miscue o f the students, even if it made sense within the
text.
When they worked with the high-group readers, these same 
teachers were tolerant o f errors that did not change the text 
meaning, willing to wait for students to correct themselves, 
offered context cues to help students with difficult words, 
and were inclined to discuss the meaning of the text being 
read.(Hoffinan, 1987, p. 368)
In a study o f types o f writing in basal readers and assessment tests by Flood and 
Lapp showed that there is a basic mismatch between the styles o f writing that is found in 
the actual basal readers and that which is found in the unit mastery tests for the same 
series (Flood & Lapp, 1987). These findings can help explain why some children seem to 
proceed through their basal series with a certain level o f success and then perform quite 
poorly on the mastery test.
Reasons Why Some Teachers Continue to Use a Traditional Basal Reading Approach
Some teachers must use the traditional basal reading approach because their school 
districts or principals will not let them do away with the basal readers (Canney & 
Neuenfeldt, 1993). The overall quality o f educational leadership o f a principal is directly 
related to a school's reading program success. It is extremely important for a principal to 
be equally informed on all practices o f teaching reading. "Some researchers have
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determined that principals who lack sufficient knowledge of reading instruction tend to 
resort to misguided means for making decisions instead o f grounding their decisions in 
reliable information and research (Roser, 1974; Zinski, 1975)" (Jacobson, Reutzel, & 
Hollingsworth, 1992, p. 370).
Some teachers would like to get away from using traditional basal readers but they 
need training in the new literature-based methods o f instruction (Canney & Neuenfeldt, 
1993). As in any field, for any new idea to utilized successfully the worker or teacher 
needs to be trained in how to best use the new ideas.
Basals are used because teachers feel they will not miss any o f the required skills 
and objectives (Canney & Neuenfeldt, 1993). Since pre-made lessons are already mapped 
out and workbook pages are already prepared for the teacher it is very easy to make sure 
that all skills are covered. As much as some teachers enjoy using tradebooks they believe 
that the basal readers, with phonics, is essential in first grade and for some second graders 
as well (Canney & Neuenfeldt, 1993).
Teacher Requirements to have a Comprehensive Literature-Based 
Reading Program
Hickman (1994) gives a list o f six things which she feels are important for a 
teacher to have in order to have a successful comprehensive literature-based reading 
program. They are:
-To know the motivational power o f children being able to read real and whole 
books.
-A true understanding o f the reading process and how a child takes on a book.
-An understanding o f how children respond to books.
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-Knowledge o f books that are appropriate for the developmental skills o f the 
children.
-An appreciation for the strengths of books and a knowledge o f how children 
develop literary understandings.
-A knowledge of books that will enhance the content fields and make it more 
meaningful to the children."
A truly gifted literature based teacher goes beyond "what shall I do with this 
book?" to consider "Why this book, and why this instruction?" (McGee & Tompkins 
1995)
Suggestions on How to Transition from a Traditional Basal Reader / 
Skills Based Approach to a Literature-Based Approach
Harris (1996, p. 614) gives five ideas to help make the transition from a traditional 
basal reading approach to a literature-based approach smooth and successful. They are
-"Encourage children to develop a love for literature by reading directly from 
literature texts.
-Increase the use o f trade books and decrease the reliance on the basals and
workbooks.
-Increase children's opportunities to write creatively.
-Provide opportunities to develop higher order thinking skills 
-Teach phonics and other skills in meaningful contexts."
The keystone of the program is immersing children in print.
From the first day o f school, students find themselves 
actively involved with motivational creative writing 
activities, reading quality predictable children's literature, 
listening to exciting stories, learning to read and write new 
words from their natural experiences, and learning or
12
reviewing alphabet letters and their sounds. These activities 
and many more are woven together during the first 26 days 
o f school by focusing on a daily letter theme (Cooter & 
Flynt, 1989, p. 276)"
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CHAPTER in
PROCEDURE
Subjects
The subjects chosen for this study were first, second, and third grade reading 
teachers in southwestern Ohio. The subjects were a random sample o f teachers who have 
taught reading using the literature-based reading approach as well as the traditional basal 
reading approach.
Setting
The schools in which these educators teach are both private and public varying in 
enrollment and staff size. These schools are located in five different school districts in
suburban southwestern Ohio.
Data Collection
To ask teachers about their use or non-use o f basal reading programs, a survey 
was prepared, field tested, and then revised. The piloted survey asked primary level 
teachers about their use o f and opinions about basal reading programs and a literature 
based program. They were asked to point out any topics they felt should have been 
addressed and were not, and if any questions were ambiguous or unclear. The teachers 
participating in the field test were asked to write comments and ideas directly on the 
survey. Based on the feedback gained from the field test, the survey was revised, and it 
consisted o f three semantic differentials, each with 17 polar adjectives, and a Likert type 
questionnaire with 25 items.
Construction of the Likert Instrument. The instrument used to measure teacher's 
perceptions was a Likert-type questionnaire. Both traditional basal reading and literature- 
based reading approaches were addressed in the instrument. The survey participants were 
asked to rate 25 Likert items that described beliefs and uses o f basal readers and a 
traditional skills based approach and a literature bases approach on a five step "strongly 
agree" to "strongly disagree" scale.
Construction o f the Semantic Differentials. The survey participants were asked to 
mark how they felt regarding three different styles o f teaching reading. The first semantic 
differential asked how they felt regarding teaching reading with a traditional basal reader I 
skills based approach, the second asked how they felt about teaching reading with a 
literature based approach, and the third asked for their feelings on using a combination o f 
the traditional basal reader/ skills based approach and a literature based approach.
Administration o f the Data Collection Instruments. A total o f 273 surveys were 
mailed out in early May with a cover letter and a self-addressed, stamped envelope for 
returning the questionnaires. The questionnaires were to be returned by June 1.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Presentation o f the Results
As mentioned in chapter three, a total o f 273 surveys were mailed. O f the surveys 
sent, 110 were returned, resulting in a 40.29% response rate. O f the 202 surveys sent to 
public school teachers 81 were returned, which is a response rate o f 40.09%. O f the 71 
surveys sent to private school teachers 29 were returned which is a response rate of 
40.89%.
Out o f the 110 surveys that were returned, 10 were excluded from data analysis 
because they were returned after the analysis had been completed. Therefore, results 
from 100 surveys were analyzed.
Despite the field test and revision o f the Likert type survey there was a 
typographical error in statement number five which I have deemed invalid, and have not 
presented in the results, due to the fact that there is no precise way to  know exactly how 
each individual perceived the statement. On the survey the statement read, "When a 
student reads, it is important that every word is written correctly." The statement should 
have read, "When a student reads, it is important that every word is read  correctly."
While analyzing the results o f the surveys, they were initially broken down into 
two categories, which were public school teachers and private school teachers. Once in 
those two categories they were broken down even further by years o f experience. These 
sub groups were: 0-10 years, 11-20 years, 21-30 years, and 3 1 +  years o f experience. It 
was not known if there would be any significant difference as far a results between these 
levels, but the researcher was also curious to see how many surveys came back in each o f 
these categories, there was not any real significant value in breaking the categories into 
the subgroups based on the years o f experience.
It was also found that there was not a large discrepancy overall between the public
school teachers and the private school teachers who responded.
Discussion o f Results 
Results o f the Likert type survey
When comparing the mean scores o f the public school teachers and the private 
school teachers I found there to be very little variance. The largest variance was 0.57, and 
the lowest being 0.00, thus no significant difference in opinions o f the two groups.
The means o f each individual question can be found in table I which shows the 
means for all teachers that responded to the survey.
The findings show that in order for teachers to provide proper instruction, they 
need to be knowledgeable about literacy development (Mean o f 4.68 on a scale o f 1-5 ). 
The use o f real literature in the classroom is extremely significant in reading instruction. 
Using real literature can help children learn more naturally by integrating listening, 
speaking, reading, and writing (Mean o f 4.49). Teachers say that students enjoy learning 
when using real literature (Mean of 4.40). Since the students enjoy learning using real 
literature it is imperative that the students be surrounded with real literature (Mean of 
4.74) so that they may have choices o f other books they would like to read (Mean of 
4.65). Part o f what makes a child enjoy their learning is their interest in the topic. Clearly 
you can not please all o f the children all o f the time. Therefore it is important to give 
children choices in what they read and in what they write about. When asked if teachers 
should control what children write about the mean was 2.04, thus showing that teachers 
believe that children should have choices. There will obviously be times when a child must 
write on a specific topic, but it is meaningful for the children to have ample time for 
independent writing as well. When asked if it is important if  a child writes every word 
correctly when writing the mean score was only 1.87. During the early years o f writing
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instruction it is important to stress the creativity, so that children can express themselves 
more freely. Editing skills can come more into play when the children are more 
comfortable with the act o f writing itself.
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TABLE!
Results of Likert Type Survey of All Teachers
» S ta te m e n t 1 2 3 4 5 icornetAn«w«r N M
1
The classroom environment should be quiet, orderly, 
and controlled by the teacher. 8 41 14 29 4 4 9 6 2.79
2
Using whole pieces of literature for reading Is more 
meaningful than isolated skill instruction. 1 17 8 3 3 40 1 9 9 3.95
3
W hen a student writes, it is important that every word 
is written correctly. 31 80 2 5 2 0 100 1.87
4
Teachers should control what students read for free 
time. 42 45 6 6 0 1 99 1.76
6
Teachers need to be knowledgeable about literacy 
fevAlopment 0 0 2 27 69 2 96 4.68
7
Students' learning can be accurately assessed by 
standardized tests 27 52 13 5 2 1 9 9 2.02
8
Students should have choices in selecting books to 
read. 0 0 0 35 64 1 9 9 4.65
9
Students' teaming can be measured by evaluating 
their writing. 0 9 16 53 20 2 96 3 .86
10
Students team language naturally through integrated 
listening, speaking, reading & writing. 0 2 3 39 5 6 0 100 4 4 9
11
It is important for a student to read every word 
correctly to understand what was read. 10 71 10 7 1 1 99 2.17
12
Students team language by mastering isolated skills 
used in reading and writing. 21 46 13 14 3 3 97 2.30
13
Students should have choices in selecting topics for 
writing. 1 2 1 5 4 41 1 9 9 4 3 3
14
Reading, writing, listening, and speaking should be 
taught as separate skills 48 46 3 1 0 2 96 1.56
15
Students' teaming can be measured by evaluating 
their oral reading. 9 39 11 37 2 2 96 2.64
16
Students should read mainly from basals because 
they are adapted to their grade level. 43 5 0 4 1 1 1 9 9 1.66
17 Language is teamed from whole to part. 2 19 19 40 15 5 9 5 3 .49
18 Teachers should control what students write about. 22 59 9 7 1 2 96 2 .04
19
Students' teaming can be measured through their 
comprehension of a story. 0 11 7 75 7 0 100 3.78
20 Students enjoy teaming when using real literature. 0 0 5 49 4 4 2 96 4.40
21
It is important to use trade books in language 
instruction. □ 4 3 45 48 0 100 4.37
22
Heterogeneous grouping is best for students' 
teaming. 1 7 25 38 26 3 97 3 .84
23 Homogeneous grouping is best for students' teaming 22 30 24 17 5 2 96 2.52
24 Students should be surrounded with real literature. 0 1 0 23 75 1 9 9 4.74
26 Students enjoy teaming when using a basal reader. 8 19 30 38 4 1 100 3.08
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TA B L E n
Results of Lickert Type Survey Comparing Public and Private Responses
# Question
Mean of All 
Teachers
Meaa of
Pshttc Softool
Meaa of 
Private
Softools
Differ* uca 
Batwa*n Public 1  
Private
1
The classroom environment should be quiet, orderly, and
controlled by the teacher. 2.79 2.66 3.11 0.45
2
Using whole pieces of literature for reading is more
meaningful than isolated skill instruction. 3.95 3.93 4.00 0.07
3
When a student writes, it is important that every word is
written correctly. 1.87 1.83 1.96 0.13
4 Teachers should control what students read for free time. 1.76 1.82 1.61 0.21
6
Teachers need to be knowledgeable about literacy
development. 4.68 4.63 4.85 0.22
7
Students' learning can be accurately assessed by 
standardized tests. 2.02 2.10 1.81 0.29
8 Students should have choices in selecting books to read. 4.65 4.64 4.67 0.03
9
Students' learning can be measured by evaluating their
writing. 3.86 3.89 3.79 0.10
10
Students learn language naturally through integrated 
listening, speaking, reading & writing. 4.49 4.46 4.57 0.11
11
It is important for a student to read every word correctly to 
understand what was read. 2.17 2.17 2.19 0.02
12
Students learn language by mastering isolated skills used 
in reading and writing. 2.30 2.22 2.50 0.28
13
Students should have choices in selecting topics for 
writing. 4.33 4.33 4.33 0.00
14
Reading, writing, listening, and speaking should be taught
as separate skills. 1.56 1.59 1.48 0.11
15
Students' learning can be measured by evaluating their 
oral reading. 2.84 2.86 2.78 0.08
16
Students should read mainly from basals because they are 
adapted to their grade level. 1.66 1.69 1.57 0.12
17 Language is learned from whole to part. 3.49 3.54 3.39 0.15
18 Teachers should control what students write about. 2.04 2.04 2.04 0.00
19
Students' learning can be measured through their 
comprehension of a story. 3.78 3.76 3.82 0.06
20 Students enjoy learning when using real literature. 4.40 4.28 4.70 0.42
21 It is important to use trade books in language instruction. 4.37 4.38 4.36 0.02
22 Heterogeneous grouping is best for students' learning. 3.84 3.69 4.23 0.54
23 Homogeneous grouping is best for students' learning. 2.52 2.68 2.11 0.57
24 Students should be surrounded with real literature. 4.74 4.76 4.67 0.09
25 Students enjoy learning when using a basal reader. 3.08 3.20 2.89 0.31
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TABLE m
Results of Likert Type Survey All Public School Teachers
* Question 1 2 3 4 6
Incorrect
Answer N M
1
The classroom environment should be quiet, orderly, and controlled by 
the teacher. 7 32 9 17 3 4 68 2.66
2
Using whole pieces of literature for reading is more meaningful than 
isolated skill instruction. 1 11 7 25 27 1 71 3.93
3
W hen a student writes, it is important that every word is written 
correctly. 24 42 1 4 1 0 72 1.83
4 Teachers should control what students read for free time 28 33 5 5 0 1 71 1.82
6 Teachers need to be knowledgeable about literacy development. 0 0 2 23 47 0 72 4.63
7 Students' leaminq can be accurately assessed by standardized tests. 18 37 11 4 2 0 72 2.10
8 Students should have choices in selecting books to read 0 0 0 26 46 0 72 4 6 4
9 Students' leaminq can be measured by evaluating their writing. □ 5 13 37 15 2 70 3 8 9
10
Students learn language naturally through integrated listening, speaking 
readinq & writing 0 2 1 31 38 0 72 4.46
11
It Is important for a  student to read every word correctly to understand 
what was read 8 50 9 4 1 0 72 2.17
12
Students learn language by mastering isolated skills used in reading 
and writina 14 36 9 10 0 3 69 2.22
13 Students should have choices in selecting topics for writing 1 0 1 42 28 0 72 4.33
14
Reading, writing, listening, and speaking should be taught as separate 
skills 32 37 1 1 0 1 71 1.59
16 Students' learning can be measured by evaluating their oral reading. 5 29 9 27 1 1 71 2.86
16
Students should read mainly from basals because they are adapted to 
their grade level. 29 38 2 1 1 1 71 1.69
17 Languaqe is learned from whole to part. 1 12 14 30 10 5 67 3 .54
18 Teachers should control what students write about. 16 41 8 4 1 2 70 2.04
19
Students' learning can be measured through their comprehension of a 
story 0 7 6 56 3 0 72 3.76
20 Students eniov leaminq when using real literature. 0 0 5 41 25 1 71 4.28
21 It is important to use trade books in language instruction. 0 1 1 40 30 0 72 4.38
22 Heterogeneous grouping is best for students' learning 1 4 23 31 12 1 71 3 .69
23 Homoqeneous grouping is best for students' learning. 12 20 22 13 4 1 71 2.68
24 Students should be surrounded with real literature. 0 0 0 17 55 0 72 4.76
26 Students enjoy learning when using a basal reader 1 16 24 28 2 1 71 3.20
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TABLE IV
Results of Likert Type Survey All Private School Teachers
8 Question 1 2 3 4 5
Incorrect
Answer N M
1
The classroom environment should be quiet, orderly, and controlled by 
the teacher. 1 9 5 12 1 0 28 3.11
2
Using whole pieces of literature for reading is more meaningful than 
isolated skill instruction. 0 6 1 8 13 0 28 4.00
3
W hen a student writes, it is important that every word is written 
correctly 7 18 1 1 1 0 28 1.96
4 Teachers should control what students read for free time. 14 12 1 1 0 0 28 1.61
6 Teachers need to be knowledgeable about literacy development. 0 0 0 4 22 2 26 4.85
7 Students' learning can be accurately assessed by standardized tests. 9 15 2 1 0 1 27 1.81
8 Students should have choices in selecting books to read. 0 0 0 9 18 1 27 4.67
9 Students' learning can be measured by evaluating their writing. 0 4 3 16 5 0 28 3.79
10
Students leam language naturally through integrated listening, speaking, 
reading & writing. 0 0 2 8 18 0 28 4.57
11
It is important for a student to read every word correctly to understand 
what was read. 2 21 1 3 0 1 27 2.19
12
Students team language by mastering isolated skills used in reading 
and writing. 7 10 4 4 3 0 28 2.50
13 Students should have choices in selecting topics for writing. 0 2 0 12 13 1 27 4.33
14
Reading, writing, listening, and speaking should be taught as separate 
skills. 16 9 2 0 0 1 27 1.48
16 Students' teaming can be measured by evaluating their oral reading. 4 10 2 10 1 1 27 2,78
16
Students should read mainly from basals because they are adapted to 
their grade level. 14 12 2 0 0 0 28 1.57
17 Language is teamed from whole to part. 1 7 5 10 5 0 28 3.39
18 Teachers should control what students write about. 6 17 1 3 0 1 27 2 0 4
19
Students' teaming can be measured through their comprehension of a 
story. 0 4 1 19 4 0 28 3.82
20 Students enjoy learning when using real literature. 0 O 0 8 19 1 27 4.70
21 It is important to use trade books in language instruction. 0 3 2 5 18 0 28 4 3 6
22 Heterogeneous grouping is best for students' learning. 0 3 2 7 14 2 26 4.23
23 Homogeneous grouping is best for students' learning. 10 10 2 4 1 1 27 2.11
24 Students should be surrounded with real literature 0 1 0 6 20 1 27 4.67
25 Students enjoy teaming when using a basal reader. 7 3 6 10 2 0 28 2.89
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Results o f Semantic Differential
After comparing the results o f the semantic differentials, teachers seem to prefer 
using the combination of the literature based and traditional basal reader/skills based 
approach to teaching reading. The overall mean o f positive responses for a combination 
approach was 76.02% The overall mean o f positive responses for a literature approach 
only was 60.44%, and for traditional basal readers/skills based approach was 41.31%.
The combination approach is 15.58% higher than literature based, and 34.71% higher than 
a traditional basal reader/ skills based approach.
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TABLE V
Results of Semantic Differential on Teaching Reading with a Combination of the 
Literature Based Approach and the Traditional Basal Reader/ Skills Based 
Approach
All Teachers - Public and Private
P O S ^
No Answer/ 
appropriate 
Answer N
M ofPosKva
Attitudes
M of Negative 
Attitudes
M of 
Unsure
important 66 20 3 7 2 0 0 unimportant 2 96 90.82% 2.04% 7.14%
dear 35 32 10 10 7 3 1 confusing 2 98 78.57% 11.22% 10.20%
flexible 47 31 6 13 0 1 0 rigid 2 98 85.71% 1.02% 13.27%
open 47 23 12 15 0 1 0 closed 2 98 83.67% 1.02% 15.31%
pleasurable 47 28 15 7 1 0 0 painful 2 96 91.84% 1.02% 7.14%
interesting 49 26 14 8 1 0 0 bon ng 2 98 90.82% 1.02% 8.16%
positive 53 3 0 8 7 0 0 0 negative 2 98 92.86% 0.00% 7.14%
safe 3 3 29 8 23 1 1 0 dangerous 5 96 73.68% 2.11% 24.21%
active 45 31 11 10 0 1 0 passive 2 96 88.78% 1.02% 10.20%
successful 56 3 0 5 7 0 0 0 unsuccessful 2 98 92.86% 0.00% 7.14%
ordered 28 27 19 17 4 2 0 chaotic 3 97 76.29% 6.19% 17.53%
good 5 0 28 10 10 0 0 0 bad 2 98 89.80% 0.00% 10.20%
simple 10 2 6 29 11 20 20 complex 2 98 18,37% 52.04% 29.59%
easy 15 7 7 28 15 7 18 difficult 3 97 2 9 9 0 % 41.24% 28.87%
relaxed 2 4 24 19 24 3 2 0 tense 4 96 69.79% 5.21% 25.00%
valuable 61 24 5 7 1 0 0 worthless 2 96 91.84% 1.02% 7.14%
fun 19 14 11 31 3 9 7 fun 6 9 4 46.81% 20.21% 9.57%
M=Mean
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TABLE VI
Results of Semantic Differential on Teaching Reading 
with a Literature Based Approach Only 
All Teachers - Public and Private
---------Poartive--------- --------Neajhve--------
No Answer/ 
Inappropriate 
Answer n
M o f  P o lity * M o f Negative 
Altitudes
M o f
Unsure
important 29 25 25 14 3 0 0 unimportant 4 96 82.29% 3.13% 14.58%
clear 5 18 13 32 17 6 3 confusing 6 9 4 38.30% 27.66% 34.04%
flexible 40 32 17 7 0 0 0 rigid 4 9 6 92.71% 0.00% 7.29%
open 41 3 0 16 6 1 0 0 closed 4 96 92.71% 1,04% 6.25%
pleasurable 39 26 15 14 1 1 0 painful 4 9 6 83.33% 2.08% 14.58%
interesting 30 3 4 24 8 0 0 0 boring 4 96 91.67% 0.00% 8.33%
positive 35 26 19 14 1 0 0 negative 5 96 84.21% 1.05% 14.74%
safe 7 10 10 . 4 0 17 4 6 dangerous 6 9 4 28.72% 28.72% 42.55%
active 34 37 8 16 1 0 0 passive 4 96 82.29% 1.04% 16.67%
successful 16 26 15 26 10 0 1 unsuccessful 6 9 4 60.64% 11.70% 27.66%
ordered 8 5 10 35 22 13 1 chaotic 6 9 4 24.47% 38.30% 37.23%
good 18 24 15 36 1 1 0 bad 5 95 60.00% 2.11% 37.89%
simple 3 1 5 22 18 32 15 complex 4 9 6 9.38% 67.71% 22.92%
easy 5 4 8 33 14 22 10 difficult 4 9 6 17.71% 47.92% 34.38%
relaxed 18 20 19 31 5 2 1 tense 4 96 59.38% 8.33% 32.29%
valuable 28 29 12 23 3 1 0 worthless 4 9 6 71.88% 4.17% 23.96%
fun 15 16 12 23 8 10 6 work 10 90 47.78% 26.67% 25.56%
M= Mean
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TABLE VII
Results of Semantic Differential on Teaching Reading 
with a Traditional Basal Reading / Skills Based Approach
---------pQ5 111 V*---------
No Aasworf 
Inappropriate
Answnr N
M ofP osttve M o f N egtfvo M o f
Unsun
important 13 17 23 27 7 8 2 unimportant 3 97 54.64% 17.53% 27.84%
clear 22 2 4 16 18 8 3 2 confusing 5 95 67.37% 13.68% 18.95%
flexible 10 4 3 15 13 31 21 rigid 3 9 7 17.53% 67.01% 15 46%
ODer 6 7 4 17 18 3 0 14 closed 4 9 6 17.71% 64.58% 17.71%
pleasurable 7 9 12 31 22 11 4 painful 4 9 6 29.17% 38.54% 32.29%
interesting 5 8 8 21 24 16 15 boring 3 97 21.65% 56.70% 21.65%
positive 6 17 10 30 20 6 4 ■teaative 5 95 36.84% 31.58% 31.58%
safe 22 23 16 25 4 1 0 dangerous 7 93 67.74% 5.38% 26.88%
active 6 13 8 19 15 18 16 passive 5 95 28.42% 51.58% 20.00%
successful 17 13 11 42 7 4 2 unsuccessful 4 96 42.71% 13.54% 43.75%
ordered 43 23 17 12 2 0 chaotic 3 97 85.57% 2.06% 12.37%
oood 14 11 11 50 4 2 4 bad 4 96 37.50% 10.42% 52.06%
simple 21 10 21 30 10 3 1 complex 4 96 54.17% 14.56% 31 25%
easy 16 13 17 3 4 12 3 0 difficult 5 95 48.42% 15.79% 35.79%
relaxed 11 10 8 38 14 13 3 'ense 3 97 29.90% 30.93% 39.18%
valuable 18 9 22 35 9 2 2 worthless 3 97 5 0 5 2 % 13.40% 36.08%
fun 6 2 4 33 26 17 8 work 4 96 12.50% 53.13% 34.38%
M=Mean
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TABLE VIII
Comparative Results of the Semantic Differentials 
of All Three Approaches
M of Positive 
Attitudes for 
Combination of 
Approaches
M of Positive 
Attitudes for 
Literature Based 
Approach Only
M of Positive 
Attitudes for 
Traditional Based 
Approach Only
important!--------------------- unimportant 90.82% 82.29% 54.64%
clear confusing 78.57% 38.30% 67.37%
flexible rigid 85.71% 92.71% 17.53%
open closed 83.67% 92.71% 17.71%
pleasurable painful 91.84% 83.33% 29.00%
interesting boring 90.82% 91.67% 21.65%
positive negative 92.86% 84.21% 36.84%
safe dangerous 73.68% 28.72% 67.74%
active passive 88.78% 82.29% 28.42%
successful unsuccessful 92.86% 60.64% 42.71%
ordered chaotic 76.29% 24.47% 86.57%
good bad 89.80% 60.00% 37.50%
simple complex 18.37% 9.38% 54.17%
easy difficult 29.90% 17.71% 48.42%
relaxed tense 69.79% 59.38% 29.90%
valuable worthless 91.84% 71.88% 50.52%
fun work 46.81% 47.78% 12.50%
Overall Rating of Approaches 76.02% 60.44% 41.31%
M=Mean
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Teachers must never underestimate the power o f a good book to inspire a child to 
learn to read. "Teachers also have to know the value o f giving children lots o f time to 
read books o f their own choosing. The problem with core books or basal readers is that 
they do not allow children any choice in what they read." (Hickman, 1994) I f  children are 
immediately turned off to reading by the basal readers that they have thrust upon them at 
the beginning o f their reading process, they will be reluctant to pick up a trade book to 
read for enjoyment.
When a teacher's goal is to produce children who are lifelong readers, she/he must 
be ready to use a wide variety o f materials and techniques to gain success. This may mean 
using a traditional basal reading approach, a literature-based approach, or perhaps a 
combination of both.
The researcher has had experience using the traditional basal reading, skills-based 
instruction, as well as a literature-based style of reading instruction. The researcher has 
developed a personal opinion o f reading instruction, and therefore wished to survey 
reading teachers o f first, second, and third graders who have experienced both approaches 
and analyze their perceptions and attitudes o f reading instruction styles to determine if 
distinctive opinions may be analogous with each o f these two approaches.
Problem Statement
The purpose o f this study was to analyze the attitudes and perceptions o f primary 
level reading teachers toward the use o f two different reading programs: traditional basal 
reader / skills based and literature-based.
To gain the opinions o f primary reading teachers 273 surveys were sent to teachers 
in the southwestern Ohio area. The surveys were comprised o f a Likert type survey with 
25 statements regarding reading instruction, were the participants were asked to rate on a 
scale from 1-5. Along with the Likert type survey there were also three Semantic 
Differentials on three approaches to teaching reading. The approaches were: 1) Teaching 
reading with a traditional basal reader I skills based approach, 2) Teaching reading with a 
literature based approach, and 3) Teaching reading with a combination o f the traditional 
basal reader I skills based approach and the literature based approach.
The surveys were sent out by US mail in early May and were asked to be returned 
by June 1. O f the 273 surveys sent out, 110 were returned, however, only 100 were 
analyzed due to  the last ten being returned past the due date after the calculations had 
been completed.
When initially calculating the results the surveys were broken into public and 
private groups and then broken down into years o f experience. Perhaps with a larger 
survey population there may have been a significance in breaking the categories into 
subgroups, but with this small sampling it was not. Therefore the results are compared 
only by public school teachers and private school teachers.
The Likert type survey showed that teachers felt very strongly that it was 
extremely critical to have a great deal o f "real" literature accessible to the children in the 
classroom. It was also important for the children to have choices in what they read. 
Children tend to enjoy learning when they enjoy the subject which they are learning about, 
therefore choice is a key factor in the success o f reading instruction. The results also 
showed that teachers felt that it was important for children to have a choice in what they 
were writing. Keeping journals and writing in them daily is a good way to let the children 
write freely. In this "free" writing it was also shown that it is not imperative for all words 
to be written correctly. It is believed that this is a time and place for children to
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express themselves creatively. The editing skills will come with time, practice, and editing 
and revising instruction. If  a child is overwhelmed and burdened with gaining perfection 
in spelling and grammar then they are not truly focused on their writing And finally, in 
order for any style o f reading instruction to be successful, the teacher must be 
knowledgeable about literacy development.
The semantic differentials asked for teachers attitudes on the teaching styles they 
found to  be best. After comparing the results o f the semantic differentials, teachers seem 
to prefer using a combination o f the literature based and traditional basal reader/skills 
based approach to teaching reading. The combination approach is 15.58% higher than 
literature based, and 34.71% higher than a traditional basal reader/ skills based approach.
Conclusions
After analyzing the results o f my survey and reading a great deal o f literature on 
reading instruction I have come to the conclusion that there is no one perfect way to teach 
reading. I have reached this conclusion based on two main reasons.
Reason number one, no program or style is perfect. Each style has it's own 
strengths, and with that, there are also weaknesses. I enjoy teaching with literature and 
making sure that my classroom is loaded with literature for the children to choose to read. 
They make class books, and have a classroom library o f over 200 books that they may 
read and check out at any time. However, I also worry about making sure they really 
know their skills. I have taught with an older basal series. I know they get the skills 
there, but they are isolated, and the children are very bored with the stories and moan at 
the mention of reading books.
Reason number two, every child is different. No two children learn exactly the 
same. Just because five children may pick up skills through reading a story once and 
having a teacher briefly mention " that word makes the long o sound", what about those
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other 20 or 25 in the class Five of them may need ten worksheets on the same skill to 
master it, seven o f them may need only five worksheets. No matter how hard you try, you 
are only one person teaching 20-30 students at a time. You can not do what is best for all 
the students all the time.
Recommendations
After these two main reasons have been presented, I feel that they best way is a 
combination o f approaches. Take the best o f everything, and taking what can work best 
for your current class. Just because one method worked last year does not mean that it is 
going to work this year. After all, this is a whole new group of students.
After the completion o f this project, with the evidence produced, the researcher 
believes that lengthening the time of the research may have produced more significant 
findings. I would like to increase the sample size as well as add some open ended 
questions where teachers could respond freely. This way I would be better able to assess 
their true feelings. Many times in surveys a question may not be phrased in such a way 
that one may answer it most accurately. I feel that these improvements may make the 
findings more significant.
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